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1) Lens

2) Aperture
3) Shutter

4) Film



1
Lens



50 mm

28 mm

28-85 mm

135 mm





Lens field of view

Wide
28mm
75°

Normal 
50mm
45°

Telephoto 
105mm
25°



 Long Lens = Narrow View
Short Lens = Wide View



 Long Lens = Narrow View
Short Lens = Wide View

Basic “point-and-shoot” 35mm camera:
Lens fixed at 28-38mm 
Wide angle

Advanced “point-and-shoot” with zoom lens:
Lens varies from 35-105mm 
Wide angle to Normal to Close-up

















Small sensors need short lenses to give 
the same field of view as cameras using 
larger sensors (in “35mm” DSLRs). 

For example, a consumer-level camera 
may need a 7mm lens for the same field 
of view as a 35mm lens would have on  
a “35mm” DSLR camera.
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2
Aperture



2.8 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 

Each F-stop doubles the size of the opening.



Aperture =
Depth of Field



f/2f/16



f/2: depth of field = 1 foot

f/16: depth of field =8 feet



0.2
5m

0.5
m

1m

2m

4m
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wide aperture narrow aperture



focal distance increases with smaller aperture



Narrow depth of field
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Basic “point-and-shoot” camera
Moderate aperture fixed at F2.8-3.5
Large depth of field









Small sensors also affect depth of field.

Most consumer-level cameras need 
small aperatures to match their small 
sensors. Therefore, they tend to have 
large depth of field — everything is 
sharp and in focus. 

It will be difficult to create blurry areas 
(i.e., have out-of-focus backgrounds).
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3
Shutter





1/151/301/601/1251/2501/5001/1000

shutter speed

measured in fractions of a second









What is the slowest shutter speed  
you can use (without blurring)  
when hand-holding your camera?



What is the slowest shutter speed  
you can use (without blurring)  
when hand-holding your camera?

= 1
focal length

i.e., for a 50mm lens, the slowest possible 
handheld speed is ~1/50 second















Aperture + Shutter
= Exposure



f/16 + 1/8-sec
long depth of field

shutter to slow for birds

f/4 + 1/125-sec
moderate depth of field

shutter still too slow for birds

f/2 + 1/500-sec
shallow depth of field

birds are frozen
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frozen motion (fast shutter)
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blurred external motion (slow shutter)
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blurred internal + external motion (slow shutter)







Light-metering systems

Spot Center-weighted Matrix



the light-meter is dumb



if image is too dark, increase exposure 

up to +2.0EV in 1/3 steps

if image is too light, reduce exposure 

up to -2.0EV in 1/3 steps



Exposure Compensation

F4,  1/640 second

Exposure Trade-offs

Average (auto) +1 ev +2 ev

F4,  1/200 second

Exposure Trade-offs

F4,  1/50 second

Exposure Trade-offs



Exposure
Modes



Basic “point-and-shoot” camera:
Moderate aperture fixed at f/2.8-3.5
This forces fast shutter speed.

Advanced “point-and-shoot” with zoom lens:
Can select manual
Can select aperture or shutter priority
Can select fully automatic programs



 manual You set aperture.
  You set shutter speed.

 aperture priority You set aperture.
  Camera adjusts shutter speed.

 shutter priority You set shutter speed.
  Camera adjusts aperture.

 program/automatic Camera sets  shutter + aperture.
  Program may favor fast shutter
  and/or smaller aperture.







4
Film



Analog Film is 
rated for 
light sensitivity

Higher ISO/ASA
numbers are 
more sensitive
to light



ISO sensitivity

100 200 400 800
Most 
sensitive

Least  
sensitive

50 1600



asa32 asa1000

Higher ASA/ISO=Visible Film Grain



noisy clean







Film Types – White Balance

Sun/Daylight
Tungsten
Fluorescent











5
Perspective:
Camera position
Camera tilt
Distance to subject



Look up 
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Look down
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Make it flat
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Look along a surface
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Get closer
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